Aylesbeare Neighbourhood Plan
Heritage Impact Review
Introduction
This report has been produced by Planning Officers of East Devon District Council to support the Aylesbeare Neighbourhood Plan following a
request from Historic England for more information on the potential heritage impact of the proposals, so they can form a conclusion as to
whether the Neighbourhood Plan is likely to have a significant environmental impact and therefore require a Strategic Environmental
Assessment (SEA).
Heritage Assets in Aylesbeare
There are 19 listed buildings or structures in the parish, all of which are Grade II apart from the Church of the Blessed Virgin Mary (which is
Grade II*) and the Newbury Headstone (which is Grade I). 12 of these are located in the Village but 5 of these are headstones situated in the
Church grounds. The village is not covered by a conservation area.
There are two scheduled ancient monuments located in the parish along the Eastern parish border, neither of which will be affected by the
proposals.
Aylesbeare Neighbourhood Plan
The key aim of the Neighbourhood Plan is to allocate a single site for development located in the centre of Aylesbeare for around 10 dwellings to
include an area of open green space. The site was previously selected for development in a draft version of the East Devon Villages Plan in 2014
but did not proceed any further due to changes made to the Local Plan, which no longer seeks to allocate land for development in most of the
smaller villages in East Devon. As a result of these changes, the Neighbourhood Plan group are pursuing this site in the Neighbourhood Plan,
predominantly using the evidence base produced to support the allocation in the draft Villages Plan, alongside various consultation exercises
undertaken with the local community.
There are 6 listed buildings which have been identified as having the potential to be affected due to their proximity to the allocated site. The
following table outlines these assets, and assesses the extent and likelihood of any harm. Perspective photographs have been used to aid these
conclusions and can be found in appendix 2.

Heritage
Asset
Church

Halls and
Halls Cottages

Proximity to
Development
Approximately
180m north of
the site.

Approximately
80m east of
site

Description

Setting and Significance

Potential Harm

Grade II* Listed
Parish Church. C14 font and part of chancel may
be contemporary; tower and north
aisle are C15; chancel includes some late C15 early C16 detail; chancel and roofs
restored circa 1840 with new benches and
fittings; major renovation of nave and
porch rebuilt 1896-7 by E H Harbottle; tower
restored in 1924 by Harbottle-Reed.
Nave, chancel and aisle of random local stone
rubble and aisle has large dressed
quoins of red conglomerate stone and cream
sandstone; tower of red conglomerate
rubble laid to courses with dressed quoins of
red conglomerate stone and Beerstone;
parts of tower and chancel are roughcast;
original detail and tower restoration
detail of Beerstone, other restoration detail of
Bathstone; slate roofs and nave has
crested ridgetiles.

Very significant with tower a
prominent feature in the village.

Minimal impact. Views
from the Church to the
site to the south are
almost entirely
obstructed by deep
vegetation as shown in
appendix 2 (viewpoints
7 and 8)

Grade II Listed
2 cottages. Late C17 with early C19
refurbishment; circa 1970 extension. Plastered
cob on large pebble foundations; stacks
apparently rebuilt with C19 brick;
corrugated iron roof (formerly thatch), slate to
the extension and outshot. 2 adjoining cottages
under a continuous gable-ended roof facing
west.

Cottages are situated at a
crossroads along the main
throughfare of the Village with
well screened front gardens set
back from the road
approximately 11m, allowing cars
to park between the road and
curtilage of the property as
shown in appendix 2 (viewpoint
2)

The Church and Courtyard have
an enclosed character due to
vegetation planting around its
perimeter, restricting views out
from the site.
Adjacent properties on Church
Close to the east contribute
positively to the churches setting.

From the site the
tower can just be seen
over the top of the
trees as shown in
appendix 2 (viewpoint
1).
Site makes no
meaningful
contribution to setting
of the church.

Minor impact. Views
to and from the site
are predominately
blocked by the pub
and is situated further
along Within Lane. Site
does not significantly
contribute to the
setting of the heritage
asset.

Heritage
Asset

Proximity to
Development

Description

Setting and Significance

No consistent pattern of
development in the vicinity with
detached and terraced properties
set at varying distances from the
highway and in differing styles.
Currently vacant pub is situated
opposite the road.

Minchin
Cottage

150m southeast

Grade II Listed
House, formerly a barton possessed by the nuns
of St Katherin's Priory, Polsloe,
Exeter, and from 1592 the manor house of
Aylesbeare. Late C15-early C16, thoroughly
renovated in 1589 according to datestone,
radically reduced in size and rearranged
in early C20, modernised circa 1960. Main block
is partly exposed, partly plastered
local stone rubble with some Beerstone ashlar
detail, service block of early C20
brick; one stack of Beerstone ashlar, much of it
carved, and dressed red sandstone,
the other probably of local stone rubble with
early C20 brick shaft.

Potential Harm

Views are currently
present to and from
the entrance to the
site but the
construction of an
additional dwelling
along Within Lane as
part of approved
Modern development in the form planning application
of a 3 unit terrace was completed 15/0266/FUL road will
in 2014 and the recent
further disrupt current
permission for further modern
views as illustrated in
development including 3
the perspective
dwellings and a new pub opposite drawing (appendix 3).
the site will materially alter the
setting of the heritage assets.
Minchin Cottage and Minchin
Minimal impact.
House are part of a small group of Buildings have no
buildings set back from the road
visible relationship
with views from the carriageway
with the proposed site
obscured by outbuildings.
and cannot be seen
Enclosed setting well screened by either to or from.
planting.

Heritage
Asset
Minchin
House

Proximity to
Development
150m southeast

Caryes

150m to the
north

Truents and
Truents
Cottage

150m to the
north-east

Description

Setting and Significance

Potential Harm

House, former Vicarage. Early C19; parts of rear
block may be earlier. Plastered
stone rubble and parts of rear block may be
cob; stone rubble stacks topped with C19
and C20 brick; thatch roof, slate to rear block.
House with an unusual layout facing north-east.
It comprises 2 parallel ranges
under separate roofs with the entrance hall and
staircase under a crossroof. The 2
side wings project a little forward. There are 2
rooms in the left south-eastern
wink with an axial stack serving the front room
and a rebuilt projecting lateral
stack serving the rear room. There is one main
room in the right (north-western)
wing served by a rear stack and the block is
extended by a lower 2-room service
block with end kitchen stack. 2 storeys.
Grade II Listed
House, former Post Office, maybe 2 cottages
originally. Cl?, modernised and
enlarged circa 1970. The original part is
plastered cob on stone rubble footings;
brick stacks , one disused, the other with a C19
chimney pot; interlocking tile roof
(originally thatch).
Grade II Listed
2 adjoining cottages. 2 phases of C18 work;
both modernised between 1970-80.
Plastered cob on rubble footings; brick stack
topped with C20 brick; thatch roof and
interlocking tile to Truants outshot.

As above.

As above.

Building sits adjacent to the
carriageway and has a strong
relationship with the Church and
other buildings in Church Close.
Open in character.

Minimal impact.
Buildings have no
visible relationship
with the proposed site
and cannot be seen
either to or from.

Cottages front onto Village Way
with small gardens in front. 3rd
cottage on the southern side
access to the side. Open in
character with a strong
relationship with property on the

Minimal impact.
Building has no visible
relationship with the
proposed site and
cannot be seen either
to or from.

Heritage
Asset

Proximity to
Development

Description

Setting and Significance

The present building apparently derives from a
2-room plan house facing west with
front lobby entrance (now the front door to
Truants Cottage) and axial stack serving
back-to-back fireplaces. Later in the C18 a third
unheated room was added on the
left (northern) end. In the late C18 or early C19
another unheated room was added
on the right (south) end with a single storey
outshot on the end of that. The house
was divided into 2 cottages probably in the C19
with Truants right of the stack and
Truants Cottage left of the stack. Truants was
much modernised circa 1972 when
internal floor levels were altered and all except
the rear wall of the outshot was
replaced. Also the outshot was extended to the
rear. Truants Cottage was
modernised circa 1980 but here most features
are preserved in situ. At the same
time a single storey kitchen was added to rear
of the left room. Both are 2 storeys.

adjacent side of the road as
shown in appendix 2 (viewpoint
6)

Heritage Impact Summary
As concluded in the table above, there will be a limited impact on the
existing heritage assets through the allocation of the site. Partial views
to the Church may be impeded and there will be some unavoidable
impact through the change of use of open land at a prominent
entrance to the village, however, the immediate setting of heritage
assets in the village will not be impacted.

Potential Harm

Potential mitigation
If part of the site is intended to be given over to an open green space,
there should be a preference to this being fronted onto the road with
the dwellings set back into the site. That way the site can maintain a
somewhat open character and there would be the potential to retain
public views to the church across the village green from Within Lane.

Conclusions
The allocation site does not significantly contribute to the setting of nearby heritage assets due to its location away from the majority of assets
and views being obscured to nearby assets in most instances. Significant development has recently been constructed in close proximity to both
the site and the nearest listed building- Halls and Halls Cottage, which sets a precedent for more modern building design in the area.
Accordingly, the allocation of the site will not have a significant impact on nearby heritage assets.
Due to the presence of views of the Church, it is advised that the open space be fronted onto Within Lane with any dwellings set back into the
site, and be designed in such a way to preserve and enhance public views to the Church tower, which is visible over the row of trees to the
north.

Appendix 1: Map showing allocated site, nearby development and photo viewpoints
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Appendix 2: Viewpoints in Aylesbeare

1- View looking northward into the site. The church tower can
just be seen over the row of trees and is more visible from the
centre of the site.

2- View looking north-west along village way with the listed
building on the right and the former Ayesbeare Inn on the left.

3- View looking eastward along Withen Lane from the entrance
of the allocated site, with the side of the former Aylesbeare
Inn on the left and a partial view of the listed building at the
end of the road.

4- View looking westward across Village Way towards Withen
Lane with the listed buildings to the rear. The allocated site is
visible just beyond the Aylesbeare Inn.

5- View of the former Aylesbeare Inn on the corner of Withen
Lane/ Village way. This is contrasted with the computer
generated image of the redeveloped site in appendix 3.

6- View northwards along Village Way with Truents and Truents
Cottage on the right.

7- View southwards from the Church Courtyard towards the
application site.

8- View southwards from the boundary perimeter of the Church
Courtyard towards the application site.

Appendix 3: Computer generated image of approved application 15/0266/FUL
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